Things to Bring in the Field each Day for GEO 320L:

Must Have:
water (2 liters)
watch
hat
sturdy shoes
sunscreen
lunch AND snacks
small backpack
personal needs (medications)
relevant handouts
insurance and ID card

clipboard or mapboard (issued for the exercises)
Brunton compass (on loan from DGS)
acid bottle (on loan from DGS)
hand lens
pencils (at least two that are #2 or 2H) and pen
colored pencils (at least ten colors)
pencil sharpener
eraser
six-inch ruler
protractor
calculator (capable of sine and cosines)

Recommended:
geology hammer
insect repellent
sunglasses
raingear
money (on some days there will be brief stops at convenience stores)
tweezers for run-ins with cacti
aspirin and chap stick

Optional:
handwipes/sanitizer
change of jeans/shorts

Prohibited:
Firearms, illegal chemical substances, consumption of alcoholic beverages in vehicles, personal vehicles except in special circumstances
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